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Fact families: what’s behind my back?

Fact Family City – Mightyville

Materials

Instructions

1. Create 10 buildings by cutting 10 rectangles and 10 triangles in different 
sizes and color. You can make skyscrapers, houses, any design you like. 
Glue each triangle on one of the sides of the rectangle, so it looks like a 
building.

Various colors of 
construction paper, 
including black

scissors markers glue stick
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2. Create the following number signs for your streets:
•5th St
•8th St.
•15th St.
•19th St.
•12th St.

Cut thin and long rectangle shapes from black paper, and square rectangles 
in yellow. Glue the yellow rectangle shapes on the black ones. Write the 
street numbers on each one of them, so they look like this.

3. Cut 5 long shape rectangles from black paper to make your streets. Glue 
in the middle of each of them yellow thin shaped rectangles to indicate lane 
dividers. 

5th St.

5th St.
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4. Time to build your Mightyville! Place the streets on a flat surface and the 
number signs next to each street.

5. Leave buildings on the side, so you and your friend or parent can choose 
from. If you do not have anyone available, that’s ok, do not worry. You will 
build Mightyville all by yourself!

6. Players take turns by choosing a building from the pile, then writing a 
math fact family and placing it on the correct number street. The number 
that is on the top of the roof should equal the number of the street they 
put their building on.

7. Each player takes a turn until all the buildings are used. If you are by 
yourself, make different equations for all buildings to match the numbers 
of the streets. Grab some toy cars and figures and enjoy some fun around 
the city you build!
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7th St.
7

2 5
2 + 5 = 7
5 + 2 = 7
7 - 5 = 2
7 - 2 = 5


